SACRED GROVE AT THE OUT-SCRIT OF THE VILLAGE

SACRED GROVE IN THE FOREST
SACRED GROVE COMPLEX AROUND THE VILLEGGE

SACRED GROVE AT THE OUT-SCRIT OF THE VILLAGE ALAMI
THE KANDHA MEDICINE MAN AT KIRAPALLI OF ALAMI

THE PERSON IS HEALING THE CHILD THROUGH SORCERY AT KIRAPALLI OF ALAMI
A BOY FROM ALAMI CURED BY ETHNO-MEDICINE.

ETHNO-MEDICINAL TREATMENT ON A WOUND OF A CHILD

SORCERY PRACTICE AT KIRAPALLI OF ALAMI
A DIVASTATED SACRED GROVE IN THE FORE

SACRED PLACE (LACHHAMIGUDI) AROUND THE SACRED GROVE AT LUHURUBALI
THE KANDHA WOMAN IS HARVESTING THE PADDY

TURMERIC CULTIVATION
THE KANDHA WOMEN ARE HARVESTING PADDY AT MAJAGANDA

A KANDHA MAN IS PLOUGHING
COMMUNICATION: THE TRIBAL PEOPLE ARE GOING TO TOWN AS DAILY LABOUR

MODE OF TRANSPORT (KANDHEIBA)  MODE OF TRANSPORT (BOJHA)
RESEARCHER HAD TAKEN SLEEP WITH GOPABANDHU AT GOCHHAPADA DURING THE FIELDWORK

THE PEOPLE ARE ENJOYING KHAJURI TADI TOGETHER
THE TRIBAL PRIESTS: MATIGURU, DEHERI, JHAKAR AND OTHERS
LOCAL NAME-SATAWARI (Asparagus racemosus) (Wild)

PHULBANI HATA (LOCAL HATA OF THE ARE)
DIFFERENT TYPE OF FOODS

HORSE GRAM (KOLATHA)

TURMERIC

MANGO SLICE
PHULBANI TOWN WHERE PEOPLE OF THE STUDY AREA DEPEND ON FOR THEIR GROWING NEEDS

KANDHA VILLAGE SITUATED AT THE FOOT HILL
TRADITIONAL GRINDER

TRADITIONAL METHOD IS BEING USED TO REMOVING PADDY
LIVE STOCK

LIVE- STOCK OF THE KANDHA PEOPLE
DIVERSITY IN ECO-SYSTEM
MAN-MADE DIVASTATION

MAD MADE DEFORESTATION AT THE STUDY AREA OF ALAMI
BIRDS FOUND IN THE LOCAL FOREST OF ALAMI PANCHAYAT
TRADITIONAL HOUSE PATTERN

TRADITIONAL HOUSE PATTERN
MAHUA IS AN IMPORTANT FOREST PRODUCT OF KANDHA TRIBE

IS AN IMPORTANT FOREST PRODUCT OF KANDHA TRIBE
THE KANDHA WOMEN ARE ENGAGED IN MAKING LEAF PLATE (KHALI)

SAL PLARES ARE BEING DRIED IN THE SUN LIGHT
WATER RESOURCE (STREAM AT MAJAGANDA)

WATER RESOURCE AT THE VILLAGE MULARUJANGI
A KANDHA WOMAN IS MAKING SAL CUP (DANA)

A KANDHA WOMAN IS PREPARING STEP TO THE HOUSE
A SCHOOLGOING CHILD IS HELPING HIS FATHER IN PLOUGHING

PRESERVATION OF LEAF CUPS (DANA)
DEFUNCT LATRINES IN ALL THE VILLAGES UNDER T.S.C PROGRAMME OF THE GOVERNMENT